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Abstract
Natural sciences and engineering are experiencing a growing influx of large datasets
that are analyzed using machine learning methods, both supervised and unsupervised. This in turn calls for scalable solutions that take advantage of parallel computing systems such as large supercomputing resources. Cascade support vector
machine(CSVM) training offers a substantial boost to performance when processing
large machine learning training data compared to more traditional parallel methods,
with minimal loss of accuracy. This paper describes the design and implementation
of a CSVM system that attempts to be highly parallel and provide a reasonable
number of support vector machine(SVM) features. It also provides far better scaling than common parallel methods. The proposed approach attempts to keep CPU
utilization high by mixing cascade and traditional parallel training methods, utilizing otherwise unused threads as workers in the more traditional parallel approach
as they are freed up by the cascade method. Results indicate a 2.7 fold speedup
in some tested datasets, improved scaling, and over 80% reduced memory footprint
compared to traditional parallel methods.

Útdráttur
Raun- og nátturuvísindasviðin eru að kljást við sífellt fleiri stór gagnasett sem eru
best leyst með vélnámi. Þetta kallar á vélnámsaðferðir sem eru skilvirkari, og nýta
sér samhliðavinnslu í kerfum eins og ofurtölvum til þess að ná fram nægjanlegum
vinnsluhraða. Þessi ritgerð lýsir hönnun á „Cascade SVM“ vélnámskerfi, sem er ætlað
að bæta vinnslutíma á stórum gagnasettum á kostnað smávægilegrar nákvæmni.
Hönnunin tekur líka til greina núverandi vélnámskerfi, og býður upp á svipað viðmót
og svipaða valmöguleika. Aðferðin sem lýst er í þessari ritgerð hefur sýnt allt að 2.7
falda hraðaaukningu, mun betri skölun, og yfir 80% minni minnisnotkun miðað við
sambærilegar aðferðir.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Motivation
Machine learning has recently been attracting a great deal of interest as a method
for analyzing large quantities of data and is seeing widespread use in many fields
wherever there is a task that requires the evaluation or analysis of large datasets. In
recent years, such methods have proven themselves useful for tasks such as genetic
analysis [18], remote sensing [19], and fraud detection [24], just to name a few. The
utility of machine learning comes into play whenever there is a system generating
measurements that are too large to be manually analyzed by domain scientists or engineers or are continuously being generated and need to be processed automatically
or semi-automatically
One area where machine learning techniques have proved useful is the processing
of remote sensing data [28] and particularly in the analysis of satellite and aerial
imagery.
The field of remote sensing has seen considerable advances in recent years, and one of
its notable uses has been the analysis of the surface of the Earth and its interaction
with the atmosphere [28]. It is also suitable for use in applications such as urban
monitoring, fire detection, and climate change research. This remote sensor data
needs to be processed to extract useful information from it, which is where machine
learning comes into play. Machine learning systems are capable of analyzing data for
meaningful patterns far faster and more accurately than a human, and are invaluable
for the enormous datasets produced by modern remote sensing systems.
This remote sensing data can, however, be very large. For instance, the Sentinel2A and Sentinel-2B satellites produce datasets with 13 multi-spectral bands, with
a repeat time of five days, resulting in terabytes of data [23]. The size of this data
means that processing it far exceeds the capabilities of methods such as Matlab or R,
running on a single central processing unit (CPU), and can even be challenging for
parallel software running on large supercomputer clusters, calling for more efficient
methods.
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1. Introduction
A cascade support vector machine (CSVM) [16] is an algorithm for training a support
vector machine (SVM) that aims to provide efficient parallel processing and good
scalability on large datasets and promises to vastly improve training performance
over traditional methods, at the cost of a small amount of accuracy. Furthermore, it
can reduce training memory footprint significantly by dividing a training task into
multiple segments and distributing them across multiple compute resources. This
allows larger datasets to be processed than would otherwise be possible using other
techniques.
So far, little work seems to have been put into creating and releasing a CSVM software tool, with no commonly used implementations available. This thesis explores
the feasibility and challenges of creating a CSVM system, as well as general design
principles that underlie its construction.

1.2. Research Questions
1. How feasible is the implementation of the cascade SVM method?
2. Does the method provide the promised speedup?
3. How much can memory use be reduced using this method?
4. Is it possible to maintain full or near-full CPU utilization with a cascade SVM
implementation?
5. What is the extent of the decrease in accuracy for a cascade SVM system?
6. What libsvm options can be implemented into a cascade SVM system?
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1.3. Thesis Structure
Chapter 1 discusses the overall motivation and research questions behind this thesis.
Chapter 2 discusses the fundamental concepts that are needed to understand the
algorithm and its implementation. It is a high-level overview, delving deeper into
subjects where needed to explain concepts and the decisions made in the design of
the CSVM system.
Chapter 3 describes other work in the field that is relevant to the CSVM project
as well as alternative technologies, some of which could be used in different CSVM
designs.
Chapter 4 contains the architectural design for the CSVM system and discusses the
issues with the design, and the solutions to them.
Chapter 5 contains the results of the test implementation written based on this design and an analysis and discussion of those results.
Chapter 6 contains the conclusions of the thesis and an analysis of what needs to
be done to make the CSVM test software ready for general use.
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2. Foundations
2.1. Machine Learning
Machine learning is a field of computer science dealing with algorithms that can
adapt to improve their ability to deal with given data. Machine learning techniques
are used in many scientific as well as everyday and commercial applications. Several
online retailers and services, for instance, Amazon and Netflix, use machine learning
in their recommendation systems, and they are also integral parts of many internet
search engines [29].
Classification is a common machine learning task which involves taking measured
data points and sorting them into classes with other data points with similar characteristics Supervised classification is a machine learning method that involves providing the machine learning system with labeled example data points to learn from,
after which it can classify new data points in a similar pattern.
As a method of data analysis, machine learning is not without limitations. The
requirement for large amounts of computer processing power is probably the most
obvious. Many tasks well suited for the use of machine learning methods are far too
large to be computed in a reasonable amount of time on a single modern CPU using
sequential processing, making parallel methods desirable. Previously, this meant you
needed access to a supercomputer, but with the emergence of “pay as you go“ cloud
computing, access to, and affordability of, such large scale computing resources have
greatly expanded.

2.2. Remote Sensing
Remote sensing is the process of extracting information about an object without
coming into physical contact with it [27]. This can be done by detecting visible light
and other electromagnetic radiation coming from an object, either passively, relying
on environmental sources of illumination, e.g. a camera, or actively, by providing
illumination and analyzing the reflection, e.g. radar.
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Figure 2.1: Remote sensing satellite image of Castelli Romani, Italy, taken by the
Sentinel-2A Satellite. Processed by ESA, CC BY-SA 3.0 IGO, 2016
One important field of remote sensing is satellite imaging. When satellite imaging
is mentioned people usually imagine satellite photography, as shown in Figure 2.1,
however, this is only part of the data collected. Many satellites take multispectral
images that extend outside the range of human vision, such as infrared, allowing
them to record data that may be invisible to the naked eye, making it more useful
as the subject of classification [11].
Data gained from satellite remote sensing has several useful characteristics. For
instance, images can be taken of the same area repeatedly over a long period of time
in a very consistent way, allowing the observation of changing conditions. Satellite
photography is also minimally invasive; it does not involve artificially illuminating
the subject, or otherwise interacting with it.
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2.3. The Need for Parallel Computing
Technologies
Parallel computing is the process of taking a large problem and dividing it into
smaller sub-problems which can be solved side-by-side on a computer with multiple
processors. This can reduce total processing time considerably, depending on the
scaling of the algorithm being used. This scaling can be of various degrees, from
sublinear (most common) to linear, where doubling the number of processors doubles
the processing speed, or even superlinear (very uncommon).
The approach taken in this thesis uses two technologies, called message passing
interface (MPI) [12] and hierarchical data format (HDF5) [17], which are used to
enable its parallel performance.
MPI is a communication standard. Originating in 1991, it has gained widespread use
in high performance computing (HPC). As the name suggests, it defines a system
that allows separate processes to communicate with each other in a distributed
memory system, where processors do not have direct access to each other’s memory.

2.4. Supervised Learning
Supervised learning is a machine-learning technique based on providing the system
with a set of labeled examples that it then uses to create a model used for classification of new, unseen and thus unlabeled data. This is known as the training
step. Such methods have the advantage of allowing the user to control the possible
classifications of the data but, unlike unsupervised approaches, cannot discern the
existence of unknown classifications; all the data must be placed in a predetermined
class. They also require the training data to be analyzed and labeled by some other
means beforehand, which can be time-consuming as larger amounts of training data
are desirable. This can be a considerable disadvantage in cases where the data needs
to be labeled manually by scientists or other specialists, consuming valuable time
and resources. Usually, some of this labeled data is set aside, then later used to
verify the accuracy of the training. This is known as the testing step.
Support vector machines are an example of a supervised learning system.
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2.5. Support Vector Machines
SVMs are machine learning systems that attempt to classify data by creating one or
more hyperplanes that separate classes using its training data and then determining
class based on what side of these hyperplanes a data point falls. They are named
for so-called support vectors (SVs), which are the data points used to define this
dividing plane [10]. The SVs are all that is needed to create a classifier, while the
non-support vectors can be discarded. A simple way to visualize these hyperplanes
is as a line bisecting a 2D graph such that it divides the data points based on their
class, as demonstrated in Figure 2.2. This dividing hyperplane also has the property
of having a maximized margin, so that the distance between the plane and the closest
data point of each class is maximized, reducing generalization error [10].

Figure 2.2: Diagram of SVM concepts, showing the dividing hyperplane in the center,
surrounded by margins, with the SVs that define the hyperplane circled.
An interesting problem arises, however when the points are not separable by a simple
linear plane. To deal with this, SVM uses what is known as the ”kernel trick” on the
training data to map the data points into a higher dimensional space, where such a
dividing plane may be more easily found [4], as shown in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: Visualization showing how a 2D dataset may be mapped into three dimensions to provide clear separation of the two classes [22].

2.6. High Performance Computing
HPC refers to computing systems that use parallel computing techniques on specialized parallel hardware, utilizing high speed interconnect technology to connect
components. Their focus is to provide as much computational power as possible.
JURECA at the Jülich Supercomputing Centre (JSC) is an example of an HPC
machine: it consists of thousands of individual “compute nodes“, each containing
multiple CPUs, every one of which has multiple cores. Each node also has its own
memory and networking interfaces connecting the nodes to each other, the network,
and the storage system. The nodes are connected via InfiniBand high speed interconnects [21].
High throughput computing (HTC) is differentiated from HPC in that it uses less
specialized, commonly available hardware, and lacks the dedicated high speed interconnects used in HPC systems. These systems are more focused on processing
large amounts of data over long periods of time, rather than the HPC focus of performing large amounts of computations per second. One good example of a system
implementing HTC is Apache Spark.
When users wish to perform a computation task on an HPC machine, they submit a
script defining this task to a task scheduler, which in turn places it in a queue. When
resources are available, it assigns the requested amount of resources and nodes to
perform the task. The nodes then perform the computation task and return a result
to the storage system where the user can access it.
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This method of task resource allocation highlights the issue of resource utilization: it
is wasteful to request HPC resources only to have the software performing the task
underutilize them. Another common source of wastefulness is the use of inefficient
algorithms and even a very large HPC system can be bogged down by a large problem
that is processed by an algorithm with poor scaling, such as O(n3 ) or worse, where
the amount of calculations increases enormously as problem size (n) goes up.
One of the common technologies used to enable parallel processing is MPI [12].
MPI works on distributed memory systems, where many separate processes work
on the same problem, but cannot access each other’s memory directly. Instead,
they work together by sending messages to each other. These messages can be sent
from process to process within one physical computer system or across a network
to other connected computer resources, necessitating the use of the aforementioned
high speed interconnects to transfer the message data.
MPI uses several concepts and methods to achieve this communication. One important concept is the MPI communicator, which defines a set of MPI processes that
can send and receive data among themselves. This helps limit the scope of any communications the system performs, so any process that is not a member of a given
communicator can ignore communications occurring within it. The communicator
MPI_COMM_WORLD is a catch-all communicator that any MPI process can use
to send messages to any other. Many MPI programs use only this communicator,
a valid method in many cases, but some programs benefit from greater granularity
in communications. Those programs can use methods such as MPI_split to create
new communicators containing only relevant processes.
Another important concept in MPI is the MPI rank, which is the identification number of a process within a given communicator. This is used to define where a given
communication is going, and/or where it is coming from. Ranks are communicator
specific, so a process belonging to multiple communicators will have a rank in each
of them.
The communications themselves are performed by having processes call one of several functions such as MPI_send, MPI_recv, MPI_bcast or MPI_gather. MPI_send
and MPI_recv can be used when a single process needs to send data to another single
process. For instance, one can have a program check some variable and, depending on
its value call either MPI_send or MPI_recv, the processes then run in parallel until
they reach those calls, one sending the data and the other receiving it. MPI_send
and MPI_recv are known as ”blocking” functions, so when a process reaches the
send/recv call it will wait for the communication to complete before continuing on.
MPI_bcast and MPI_gather are two more widely used methods in MPI. The former
sends a given message to all other processes in a given communicator and the latter
receives a message from each process in a communicator. These methods are more
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efficient than repeatedly calling the MPI_send and MPI_recv methods.
Another popular HPC parallel system is called OpenMP [3]. Unlike MPI, OpenMP
is a shared memory system, where different processes have direct access to the same
spaces in memory. It is frequently used along with MPI in what is known as a hybrid
model that can leverage the strengths of both systems. While OpenMP or a hybrid
design could have found use in the solver used for the development of this thesis,
the goal was to use an existing system and build off of that, so there was no need
for OpenMP in this particular architectural design.

2.7. Cascade SVM

Figure 2.4: Schematic of a binary Cascade architecture. The data are split into
subsets and each one is evaluated individually for support vectors in the first layer.
The results are combined two-by-two and entered as training sets for the next layer.
The resulting support vectors are tested for global convergence by feeding the result
of the last layer into the first layer, together with the non-support vectors. TD:
Training data, SVi: Support vectors produced by optimization i [16].
A CSVM [16] is an SVM training algorithm that uses filtering techniques to improve
performance at the cost of accuracy.
It accomplishes this by dividing the training dataset into subsets, which are then
processed separately by multiple parallel SVMs, then combining the results and
filtering them through repeated SVM steps to gradually converge on the global
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minimum (Figure 2.4). This has the effect of removing non-support vectors early on
in the processing, which can improve performance, but runs the risk of misidentifying
SVs and discarding them instead, which is the cause of the observed reduction in
accuracy. Overall, this method can increase speed and reduce memory footprint at
the cost of a small amount of accuracy and can, therefore, be likened to lossy image
compression algorithms like jpeg, which sacrifice accuracy for reduced file size.
This method can offer a speedup because the quadratic programming solvers used in
SVMs tend to scale with the cube (O(n3 )) of the number of training vectors, so dividing the training data into smaller segments first can improve scaling substantially,
offering a speedup even if using only one CPU [16].
Cascade SVM generally gives relatively good accuracy in certain application setups
[16], making it useful for preliminary analysis, or even final analysis if the error rate
is found to be acceptable for a given application.
This thesis develops a design and investigates the feasibility of creating a parallel
cascade SVM training system. Its interface, command line parameters, and training options are similar to libsvm, to which many users are already accustomed,
preserving high usability in the software tool.
The intention was to design and build a system that allows the use of the cascade
SVM training method without requiring the user to learn how to use a new set of
tools, since many of the options that libsvm offers are applicable to the cascade
system as well. One particular challenge, in addition to the design of the cascade
system, is the parallel and scalable elements in the architectural design that enable
good load balancing and resource utilization in HPC systems.

2.8. Summary
HPC systems are massively parallel systems, intended to provide very large amounts
of computing power to perform highly complex tasks.
A programs scaling is still very important, even with modern supercomputer systems, especially as input data size increases.
Machine learning methods are very useful tools for processing data that is too large
to be processed by hand or with simpler computing methods.
SVMs are supervised machine learning systems, that have proven to be useful tools
in several fields.
SVMs have been found particularly useful in earth observation and satellite imagery
data analysis.
The tasks SVMs are used for are frequently so extensive that they require parallel
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computing in order to obtain results within a reasonable timeframe.
Some parallel programs use MPI to send required data from one process to another,
enabling co-operation between separate computing resources.
CSVM is an SVM training algorithm that attempts to speed up processing of training data by splitting it into smaller sub-tasks, filtering them and recombining them,
at the cost of accuracy.
There is no commonly available parallel CSVM implementation.
The goal is to design and create a CSVM system that can be immediately useful to
users of libsvm and similar tools.
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3.1. Parallel and Scalable SVM Implementations
There are several implementations currently available for SVM training. Most relevant to this project are PiSVM and the HDF5-enabled version of PiSVM [2], on
which sections of this code are based.
Libsvm [8] is a well-known SVM library and serves as the basis for several other
SVM tools. It is proven software that allows for the relatively easy use of an SVM,
and its basic interface and options are well known by users, making it the de facto
standard for SVM tool interfaces. It is, however, a strictly serial implementation,
and thus could not be used directly as a basis for this thesis. Instead, a parallel
version of it called PiSVM was used.
PiSVM [26] is a parallel implementation of the SVM algorithm. It offers a similar
interface and set of options to libsvm, but allows the user to set a maximum working
set size and to control the number of new variables entering the working set at each
optimization step. This software served as the basis of the implementation described
in this thesis, as well as parts of the HDF5 modified version [2]. The HDF5 method
not only significantly lowers file sizes, reducing I/O time, but allows for the cascade
SVM to initialize itself using parallel, partial reads of the input, reducing I/O times
even further. The psmo_solver library [5] was chosen as the solver for this project as
it already had provisions for user-specified MPI communicators, which are important
for the functioning of the cascade.

3.2. I/O Toolsets
HDF5 [17] is a file format, data model, and set of software that allows users to
store data and associated metadata. It has several features that make it useful for
HPC and big data applications, such as data compression, which along with binary
value storage can greatly reduce file sizes. It allows parallel file access, which enables
multiple processes to read/write data from a single file, and features customizable
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data ”chunking”, which allows users to define how the data is internally arranged
into subsets. This can be used to tune parallel performance.
The svmlight file format is used with several SVM systems such as libsvm, PiSVM,
and svmlight [20]. A svmlight training file is a text file containing a list of labeled
vectors, one per line. Each line starts with a number, indicating the class of the
vector contained in that line, followed by a space, followed by one or more pairs of
numbers joined by a colon. The first number in each pair is the ID of the attribute,
and the latter number is the value of said attribute. Thus, a typical line in a svmlight
file may look like this:
3 1:0.199088 2:0.215242 3:0.22709 5:0.247383 6:0.435294
This implementation has a few shortcomings, such as the lack of metadata, meaning
the file must be read through in its entirety to determine the number of lines it
contains before the contents can be read into memory. It also uses a large number of
text characters to represent each attribute value, consuming far more storage space
than is strictly required to store an integer and a floating point value.

3.3. Other SVM Tools
Libsvm and PiSVM are not the only systems available for SVM training, nor are
they the only ones to which this cascade methodology may be applied. The following
methods could be combined with the CSVM algorithm, using a technique similar to
what is described in this paper, which involves using existing training function calls
along with some helper functions to organize the data.

3.3.1. Apache Spark
The Apache Spark [15] framework is an open source cluster computing system intended for the analysis and processing of big data. It represents an improvement
over the older Apache Hadoop system [13], which was a cluster implementation of
the MapReduce programming paradigm, offering a more flexible and user-friendly
API and improved performance and latency over Hadoop. Spark clusters can scale
up to thousands of distributed nodes that can work cooperatively to process very
large datasets in parallel, this makes them an example of an HTC system.
Spark provides high-level APIs in Java, Python, Scala, and R, allowing for relatively
good ease-of-use and flexibility. It also supports batch processing as well as real-time
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streaming processing of data. The system consists of several components, such as
the Spark core, which handles task distribution and scheduling, as well as Spark
SQL, which enables structured data processing, and Spark streaming for stream
processing.
Spark also has available to it a system called the Machine Learning Library (mllib)
[14], which supports, among other things, linear SVM training, clustering, and linear
regression. However, the mllib SVM implementation only supports binary classification and requires some extra code to be able to handle multi-class problems. The
HTC nature of Spark/mllib may make it more useful to users with limited or no
access to HPC systems, or users that have very large datasets to process but are not
under particularly tight time constraints.

3.3.2. GPU Libsvm
The use of graphics processing units (GPU) for processing general data has gained
momentum in the last few years. GPUs have the advantage over CPUs that they
contain a very large number of small, somewhat limited individual processing units,
allowing them to perform certain computing tasks on a massively parallel scale.
These numerous small processing units were originally developed for demanding
real-time graphics acceleration, but have found use in other types of processing as
well, known as general-purpose computing on graphics processing units(GPGPU).
Individually these processors are considerably limited compared to a modern CPU
but they excel at parallel processing, with some modern GPU systems having hundreds or even thousands of cores on a single chip [9]. One issue that GPGPU processing has had in the past is slow communication between GPUs, though, with the
arrival of NVLINK technology, this problem should be mitigated, making GPGPU
even more attractive for massively parallel computation [9].
A project called GPU-accelerated LIBSVM [1] attempts to apply GPGPU acceleration methods to SVMs. It is a modification of libsvm that uses the CUDA framework
for NVIDIA GPUs to accelerate processing. It retains the functionality and interface
of libsvm, but changes the kernel computation so that it is done using a GPU. It
claims large performance improvements over CPU based methods on large datasets
and claims to produce identical results. However, it only works on CUDA and not
OpenCL, making it vendor specific to NVIDIA. It also requires the storage of the
entire input dataset in graphics memory, which is often in limited supply, thus decreasing the maximum size of the input problem. The documentation also suggests
that it is limited to the C-SVC SVM type and the radial basis function kernel, where
libsvm and Pisvm offer several SVM and kernel types.
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Implementation
This chapter describes the architectural design and various design elements and details that shaped the approach in the thesis. In order to prove the architectural
design, this thesis implements a working CSVM system in C++, which was chosen
for reasons of performance, portability, and ease of use. HDF5 support was implemented as well, as the initialization of the cascade requires each process to have only
a portion of the input data. Furthermore, HDF5 can provide partial reads in parallel, as opposed to the svmlight file format, which requires the entire input dataset
to be read by each process.

4.1. PiSVM Details
The architectural design uses PiSVM for its implementation and evaluation, though
different parallel SVM implementations could be used in its place. PiSVM uses two
primary data structures. One is the ”svm_problem” struct, used to store input data
(see code 4.1). The other is the ”svm_model” struct (see code 4.2), which contains
results in the form of support vectors and various required metadata that can be
output into a model file and used by a predictor. Additionally, it stores configuration
parameters from the command line in an ”svm_parameter” struct.
Listing 4.1: The svm_problem struct
1 struct svm_problem
2 {
3
int l;
4
double *y;
5
Xfloat **x;
6
int **nz_idx;
7
int *x_len;
8
int max_idx;
9 };
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Listing 4.2: The svm_model struct
1 struct svm_model
2 {
3
svm_parameter param; // parameter
4
int nr_class;
// number of classes, = 2 in regression
/one class svm
5
int l;
// total #SV
6
Xfloat **SV;
7
int **nz_sv;
8
int *sv_len;
9
int max_idx;
10
double **sv_coef; // coefficients for SVs in decision
functions (sv_coef[n-1][l])
11
double *rho;
// constants in decision functions (rho[n
*(n-1)/2])
12
double *probA;
// pariwise probability information
13
double *probB;
14
15
int *label; // label of each class (label[n])
16
int *nSV;
// number of SVs for each class (nSV[n])
17
// nSV[0] + nSV[1] + ... + nSV[n-1] = l
18
int free_sv; // 1 if svm_model is created by svm_load_model
19
// 0 if svm_model is created by svm_train
20 };

One thing to note is the extensive use of pointers in these structs, these pointers
can have memory allocated to them and behave like an array, which is how they are
used here. The double pointers can be used as 2D arrays in a similar manner. Both
the problem and model structs store the support vectors in 3 variables:
• The vector class IDs are stored in ”*y” in the problem struct and ”*label” in
the model struct. Usually, IDs are represented using an integer as their precise
value does not matter, but the library author decided to use a double value
instead.
• The numerical ID of the attributes associated with the vectors is stored in
”**nz_idx” in the problem, and ”**nz_sv” in the model struct. These represent
the type of attribute that was measured. In image processing, these attributes
could represent a single color or specific spectral band intensity value.
• The value of the attributes is stored in ”**x” in the problem struct and ”**SV”
in the model struct. These are the measured attribute values that come from
the instruments and/or any preprocessing the data went through beforehand.
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In addition to the vectors, other metadata is included in both the problem struct
and the model struct:
• The variable ”l” in both is used to store the total number of vectors in the
struct. This is important to know for memory allocation when the data is
being used.
• The ”max_idx” variable is used in both structs to store the value of the highest
attribute ID. This value is also needed for proper memory allocation since
memory needs to be allocated for every attribute value in every vector.
• The ”*x_len” and ”*sv_len” variables are used to store the length of each
vector, that is the number of attributes each vector contains.
Additionally, the model struct contains some data which is used by the predictor
function for classification, such as arrays of rho values and SV coefficients.
PiSVM accepts the input of a problem struct and a parameter struct to its ”svm_train”
function, which processes them into a useful form based on the parameters and then
passes the data to the solver. The solver then performs sequential minimal optimization steps needed [8], after which the training function places its results into a
model struct. These results consist of all vectors found to be support vectors for the
subset and the data fields mentioned above, which are needed for the predictor. For
the approach of the architecture in this thesis, we will mostly discard this predictor
data, extracting only what is needed to reconstruct a new problem struct from the
model struct. It is only in the final step, when the output file is created, that the
predictor values are needed.

4.2. Cascade SVM Architecture Blueprint
The cascade SVM algorithm is a training algorithm only. Other methods are needed
to classify data using the model it produces, but those methods are highly parallelizable and there are implementations that scale very well for that task already.
The basic steps of the cascade SVM algorithm are as follows:
• First, the input file is split into roughly even segments and one or more segments are provided to each of the initial MPI processes.
• Each MPI process then uses an existing SVM solver to process the segments
(in the case of this thesis, the psmo_solver [6] was used), extracting a list of
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support vectors from them. This results in each MPI process having a new,
trimmed down set of vectors from its initial data segment, with some nonsupport vectors removed from it.
• These processed support vector sets are then combined pairwise into new data
segments, reducing the number of working segments by half. This pattern
of process-combine-repeat continues until only one segment contains all the
remaining support vectors, which is then output as the result model.
• Graf et al. [16] describe using this method and an additional performanceenhancing step of precalculating the gradient the solver uses on merged datasets.
This step is omitted in this design as it was not necessary to prove the viability
of the process.
The algorithm only requires the processing of working sets of SVs on a single thread
[16]. An implementation using only one thread per processing step is feasible and
would be far simpler to implement, but would result in unused threads and possibly
unused CPUs, as the number of working sets is reduced by half every layer. The final
layer would, for instance, only be processed by one sequential thread. A solution to
this problem is to assign the unused threads in each layer to process the working
sets in parallel, using an existing parallel solver. This configuration increases the
number of worker threads per working set as the algorithm progresses but does
incur some communication overhead, as the threads need to share the working set
data among themselves. Another issue with this method is that for anything beyond
a simple pairwise working set combination, assignment of threads to working sets
and communication between them can become very complex.

4.3. MPI and HDF Architecture Layout
The architecture layout is based on MPI and HDF5, whereby the associated implementation has two methods of accepting input data. It can read data from HDF5
files, using input and output code based on the HDF5 enabled version of PiSVM by
S. P. Behrend [2]. It can also read data from files in the traditional svmlight format,
using code based on PiSVM [26] for compatibility reasons.
In either case, the input data is read from disk into memory and is processed entirely
in memory until the final model is completed and written to a file. In the case of
svmlight input, each process reads the entire file, then disposes of values that do not
belong to any of its segments. In the case of HDF5, each process performs a parallel read of only its own segments. These segments are stored as ”problem” structs
belonging to each process. This scope reduction means that each worker will have
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only n/|workers| support vectors to store in memory, which leads to considerable
reduction in peak memory use per worker.

Figure 4.1: Diagram of the basic loop layout with steps from text below.
The cascade itself performs the following steps (Figure 4.1):
1. Before the start of the main loop, each MPI process initializes itself by reading
input data from a file using either HDF5 of svmlight methods in one or more
segments, each segment being placed into a svm_problem struct. Each process also joins an MPI communicator containing only itself. The solver uses
this communicator because limiting its scope is necessary for it to function
properly. In the case of multiple segments per process, each process performs
a single-threaded cascade on all of its segments. This works similarly to the
MPI version described below, except direct memory access is used instead of
MPI communication to combine support vector outputs. It runs this sequential cascade until it has reduced the working set down to one set of vectors per
process. Next, it places the result into a ”problem” struct in memory, much like
the file reading function would do in a normal initiation, and then continues
with the steps as below (Figure 4.3).
2. The main loop (each iteration of which corresponds to one cascade ”round”
or ”layer” in which the set of SVs is reduced) starts with each process using
MPI_split to join a new communicator so that each process belongs to a communicator with 2round members. Each process then calls the PiSVM training
function with its data and communicator ID. The modified version of PiSVM
then uses this communicator to generate a model from said data.
3. This model can then either have its SVs extracted in the next loop iteration,
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be written out to file, or be concatenated with the input data again to go
another pass through the cascade (Figure 4.2).
4. Each process then checks its rank within this new communicator. If that rank
is zero, the process sets up to receive support vectors via MPI_recv. If, however, the process’s rank in the previous round was zero but is not in the current
round, it sets up to send its support vectors from the previous round to the
current rank zero process. The reason for this is that the training function
returns a valid model output to only the lowest ranked process in the communicator it uses to solve a problem. This is due to the use of MPI_gather in
the solver.
5. The receiving process then concatenates its own support vectors from the
previous round and the ones received in the previous step and broadcasts
the result to the entire communicator. At this point, all processes in said
communicator have the same problem dataset and can loop back to step two.
This looping continues until only one working set of data remains, at which
point it returns a result.

Figure 4.2: Diagram of communicators and communications in a single segment-perprocess cascade. MPI_send is used to consolidate support vectors into the lowest
rank in each active communicator, which then uses MPI_Bcast to send it to the
rest of the communicator before it processes that round in parallel.
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Figure 4.3: Example of how multi-segment and MPI parallelism work together; segments are processed serially by each MPI process without communication until
there is one left per process, then MPI parallel processing is used.
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4.4. HDF5 Input
HDF5 file support was implemented alongside, and in the same manner, as it was
in the HDF5-enabled version of the PiSVM toolset [2], using the same file format.
This was done by takig the file reading code from the HDF5-enabled toolset by
S. P. Behrend citesiggi and modifying it so that it can read data into multiple,
arbitrary segments. Standard svmlight files can be converted to the proper HDF5
format using the pisvm-parse code included in the toolset [2], and the HDF5 model
files produced by this CSVM implementation can be used by the HDF5-enabled
predictor implementation as well.

4.5. Detailed Function Descriptions
The cascade SVM technique is based on repeated uses of an SVM training function
which returns, possibly among other data, a subset of the input vectors that it has
determined to be support vectors. This means CSVM can be designed to use an
established SVM training library, as is done in this thesis. This should generally
provide good results, as the tasks performed by the cascade system outside of the
training function calls will be fairly fast and should exhibit good scaling. Any cascade SVM implementation will have to have several specialized functions in order
to properly interface with a given SVM library. What follows is a list of necessary
functions and discussion about them. Pieces of the test code developed for this thesis
are provided as examples of possible implementations of these functions. These explanations assume a parallel implementation and deals with the issues involved with
parallelization using MPI specifically. A similar methodology can be used in places
to create a non-parallel CSVM implementation. Such an implementation would use
similar functions as described here but would be a far simpler program, as it does
not need to implement any communication functionality.

4.5.1. Input Data division
In order to initialize the CSVM system, the data must be subdivided into a number
of segments which can be sent to the training function individually. This step can
be done in a number of ways, but in order to save memory and I/O time, a method
involving limited reading of input data by each working process is advisable. The
optimal method will have each process read only the section of the input file that
it needs, all processes doing so in parallel, and have each process store only its own
data segment in its memory before sending it to the training function. These optimal
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criteria were fulfilled quite well in this thesis design implementation through the use
of HDF5.

4.5.2. Data Concatenation
After the training function has returned a set of support vectors, the worker processes need to combine these sets so the support vectors can be processed by the
training function again. This function exists for compatibility reasons since most
SVM libraries are likely to accept only a single set of vectors at a time. The concatenation must take into account not just the vectors, but also any metadata that
the receiving training function will need. In the case of the PiSVM training function
this metadata includes the number of support vectors being sent(the ”l” variable in
the problem struct), the number of attributes each one possesses(x_len), and the
highest attribute ID present in the dataset(max_idx), see code 4.3.
Listing 4.3: Concatenation function example
1 void concat_svm_problems(svm_problem *probA, svm_problem *probB,
svm_problem *buff)
2 {
3
//l is simply the combined lengths
4
buff->l = probA->l + probB->l;
5
6
//max_idx is the greater of the 2 values
7
if (probA->max_idx > probB->max_idx)
8
{
9
buff->max_idx = probA->max_idx;
10
}
11
else
12
{
13
buff->max_idx = probB->max_idx;
14
}
15
16
//y needs to appear in buff, with the same order as probA.y
+ probB.y
17
buff->y = Malloc(double, buff->l);
18
for (int i = 0; i != probA->l; i++)
19
{
20
buff->y[i] = probA->y[i];
21
}
22
for (int i = 0; i != probB->l; i++)
23
{
24
buff->y[i + probA->l] = probB->y[i];
25
}
26
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27

//x_len needs to appear in buff, with the same order as
probA.x_len + probB.x_len
buff->x_len = Malloc(int, buff->l);
for (int i = 0; i != probA->l; i++)
{
buff->x_len[i] = probA->x_len[i];
}

28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

for (int i = 0; i != probB->l; i++)
{
buff->x_len[i + probA->l] = probB->x_len[i];
}
//x needs to appear in buff, with the same order as probA.x
+ probB.x
//we assign buff.x[0..buff.l] the pointer values
//from probA.x[0..probA.l-1] + probB.x[probA.l,buff.l]
buff->x = Malloc(float *, buff->l);
for (int i = 0; i != probA->l; i++)
{
buff->x[i] = probA->x[i];
}
for (int i = 0; i != probB->l; i++)
{
buff->x[i + probA->l] = probB->x[i];
}

40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64 }

//nz_idx needs to appear in buff, with the same order as
probA.nz_idx + probB.nz_idx
//we assign buff.nz_idx[0..buff.l] the pointer values from
//probA.nz_idx[0..probA.l-1] + probB.xnz_idx[probA.l,buff.l]
buff->nz_idx = Malloc(int *, buff->l);
for (int i = 0; i != probA->l; i++)
{
buff->nz_idx[i] = probA->nz_idx[i];
}
for (int i = 0; i != probB->l; i++)
{
buff->nz_idx[i + probA->l] = probB->nz_idx[i];
}

This example code works on pointers to svm_problem structs, concatenating them
into a third problem struct. First, it finds the new length of the concatenation(line
4), and the new max_idx value, which is simply the higher of the 2 input max_idx
values. It can then use the l value to begin allocating space in the output problem
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and assigning values. This implementation does so by copying the pointers from the
input problems into the output in order. Since this method is expected to be able to
deal with very large datasets, this method was chosen as it allows the concatenation
to take place without needing to duplicate the data in memory, as would happen
with an approach that copies the values. This does, however, place limitations on the
handling of the input problems after a concatenation takes place, as freeing memory
from them would destroy values located in the concatenated output as well.

4.5.3. Data Output-Input Transformation
In most cases existing SVM training functions will require their input data to be in
a different form than the model output data they produce, this is the case with the
PiSVM training function. It is, therefore, necessary to extract the support vectors
from the output and put them in a valid input format. In the case of PiSVM this
involves converting from and svm_model struct to an svm_problem struct, as shown
in code 4.4.
Listing 4.4: Conversion function example
1 void convert_svm_model_to_problem(svm_model *input_model,
svm_problem *buff)
2 {
3
//First we get the length fo the input model and max_idx
4
buff->l = input_model->l;
5
buff->max_idx = input_model->max_idx;
6
//Alocate and assign y values, note: the model contains
these values in
7
//a strange way, where the values: nSV[0] + nSV[1] + .. +
nSV[x-1] to
8
// nSV[0] + nSV[1] + .. + nSV[x] have the label label[x]
9
buff->y = Malloc(double, buff->l);
10
int counter = 0;
11
for (int i = 0; i != input_model->nr_class; i++)
12
{
13
for (int n = 0; n != input_model->nSV[i]; n++)
14
{
15
buff->y[counter + n] = static_cast<double>(
input_model->label[i]);
16
}
17
//increment counter to track real position for y
18
counter += input_model->nSV[i];
19
}
20
21
//The rest are comparatively simple: allocate, assign,
repeat.
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22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37 }

buff->x_len = Malloc(int, buff->l);
for (int i = 0; i != buff->l; i++)
{
buff->x_len[i] = input_model->sv_len[i];
}
buff->x = Malloc(float *, buff->l);
for (int i = 0; i != buff->l; i++)
{
buff->x[i] = input_model->SV[i];
}
buff->nz_idx = Malloc(int *, buff->l);
for (int i = 0; i != buff->l; i++)
{
buff->nz_idx[i] = input_model->nz_sv[i];
}

Due to the similarity of the model and problem structs, little needed to be done
when converting between the two. The ”max_idx” and ”l” can be copied directly
between them. The ”counter” variable introduced in line 6 is needed because the
PiSVM library outputs the class ID in a somewhat strange way. The ”label” array
in the input model contains each class ID number once, in an indeterminate order,
and the ”nSV” array contains a number for each, such that the first nSV[0] vectors
are of class label[0], the subsequent nSV[1] vectors are of class label[1] and so on.
This arrangement must be deconstructed by the conversion function in lines 6-19 to
achieve the required layout of the ”y” array in the output problem. The rest of the
values are handled by copying pointers directly.

4.5.4. MPI Communication
MPI supports the creation of custom struct types, which can then be used to send
and receive that type of struct directly using MPI_send and MPI_recv. However, for
ease of implementation and clarity in debugging, the method described here uses the
more direct approach of sending each variable and array in seperate communication
calls, allocating memory on the receiving end as needed. This results in two related
functions for sending and receiving, shown in codes 4.5 and 4.6.
Listing 4.5: Conversion function example
1 void send_svm_problem(int target, svm_problem *prob, MPI_Comm
communicator)
2 {
3
//send l first, as it is used later by the receiver
4
MPI_Send(&prob->l, 1, MPI_INT, target, 1, communicator);
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5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

//send y
MPI_Send(prob->y, prob->l, MPI_DOUBLE, target, 1,
communicator);
//send x_len,a s we need it for the following sends
MPI_Send(prob->x_len, prob->l, MPI_INT, target, 1,
communicator);
//nz_idx[n] and x[n] have same length, which is x_len[n]
//send x
for (int i = 0; i != prob->l; i++)
{
MPI_Send(prob->x[i], prob->x_len[i], MPI_FLOAT, target,
1, communicator);
}
//send nz_idx
for (int i = 0; i != prob->l; i++)
{
MPI_Send(prob->nz_idx[i], prob->x_len[i], MPI_INT,
target, 1, communicator);
}
//send max_idx
MPI_Send(&prob->max_idx, 1, MPI_INT, target, 1, communicator
);

22 }

Listing 4.6: Conversion function example
1 void recv_svm_problem(int sender, svm_problem *buff, MPI_Comm
communicator)
2 {
3
MPI_Status status;
4
//receive in the same order as send_svm_problem sends,
starting with l
5
MPI_Recv(&buff->l, 1, MPI_INT, sender, 1, communicator, &
status);
6
//allocate and receive y
7
buff->y = Malloc(double, buff->l);
8
MPI_Recv(buff->y, buff->l, MPI_DOUBLE, sender, 1,
communicator, &status);
9
//allocate and receive x_len
10
buff->x_len = Malloc(int, buff->l);
11
MPI_Recv(buff->x_len, buff->l, MPI_INT, sender, 1,
communicator, &status);
12
//allocate and receive x
13
buff->x = Malloc(float *, buff->l);
14
for (int i = 0; i != buff->l; i++)
15
{
16
buff->x[i] = Malloc(float, buff->x_len[i]);
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17

MPI_Recv(buff->x[i], buff->x_len[i], MPI_FLOAT, sender,
1, communicator, &status);

18
19
20
21
22
23
24

}
//allocate and receive nz_idx
buff->nz_idx = Malloc(int *, buff->l);
for (int i = 0; i != buff->l; i++)
{
buff->nz_idx[i] = Malloc(int, buff->x_len[i]);
MPI_Recv(buff->nz_idx[i], buff->x_len[i], MPI_INT,
sender, 1, communicator, &status);
}
MPI_Recv(&buff->max_idx, 1, MPI_INT, sender, 1, communicator
, &status);

25
26
27 }

The MPI processes then need only call the appropriate function to send or receive
the required problem struct.

4.6. Architectural Challenges and Solutions
The SVM system (PiSVM) that was used as a basis for the implementation of this
thesis had to be modified to accommodate specified MPI communicators, as the
original version passed MPI_COMM_WORLD to the solver as a communicator.
This is incompatible with the way CSVM works, as PiSVM requires each process
to call the training function with identical data, which is then solved in parallel
by all available processes. The modifications made to PiSVM consisted of adding a
communicator argument to the training function, which in turn passes the provided
communicator to the solver instead of MPI_COMM_WORLD. The psmo_solver
already accepts specified communicators as an argument and supports executing
parallel computations within said communicator, so it needed no modification.
The provided implementation of this thesis also supports only the C support vector
classifier (C-SVC) SVM type. This is due to subtle differences in the way data needs
to be handled for the other types. The methods should be implementable within
this framework but were not necessary to demonstrate the architecture.
There may be a period of CPU idle time if one segment finishes training before its
concatenation counterpart. This issue could be cumulative in severely unbalanced
datasets, but the overhead in MPI communication will likley outweigh the benefits
of attempting to balance the segment sizes after the processing has started. This
difference should be mitigated by proper randomization of the input vector order.
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4.7. Summary
The method of recombining the output data from one cascade with the input and
re-running the cascade [16] on the resulting concatenation showed poor results. For
the datasets tested (Rome and Indian Pines), the accuracy tended to decrease on
consecutive passes and the runtime naturally increased as a multiple of the number
of passes, limiting the utility of the method in any case.

4.7. Summary
The parallel and scalable architectural design and its implementation combine both
single-threaded and MPI parllel methods for training an SVM, using single processes
to process and combine data segments if requested before passing them off to the
parallel phase of the execution.
This Cascade SVM architectural design allows for the partitioning of input data
into more segments than the number of available MPI processes, which can provide
a speed boost in some cases.
The parallel phase tasks all available processes with processing some part of the data
at every layer of the cascade, to avoid wasting allocated CPU time as the cascade
progresses.
This architectural design will help address the problem of poor scaling on large
datasets, enabling training on massively larger problems.
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5.1. Application-Domain Evaluation Datasets
The Indian Pines processed and the Rome_sdap_panch datasets were used in order to evaluate the architectural design. The Indian Pines dataset is based on sensor
data of the Indian Pines test site in Indiana. This data was gathered by the airborne
visible/infrared imaging spectrometer (AVIRIS). It consists of 1417x614 pixels and
224 spectral reflectance bands in the wavelength range of 0.4 − 2.5 ∗ 10−6 meters.
The dataset contains 33396 vectors, 30 attributes, and 52 classes of land cover (Figure 5.1).

Figure 5.1: The Indian Pines dataset: (a) true color image and (b) ground-truth,
with class names in (c) [30].
The Rome sdap_panch dataset contains processed imaging data of Rome, Italy
taken by the Quickbird Satellite. The data consists of a 2.4 m resolution multispec-
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tral image containing bands R, G, B and NIR, and a 0.6 m resolution panchromatic
image [25]. It contains 77542 vectors, 15 attributes, and nine classes.

5.2. Experimental Setup
Testing was performed on the JURECA HPC system (used for accuracy and times
measurements) at the Jülich supercomputing centre, and on a Lenovo Flex compute
node running 64 bit Linux (used for RAM/CPU measurement) at the Icelandic
Meteorological Office. The JURECA system uses Intel Xeon E5-2680 v3 Haswell
CPUs with 12 cores, with two CPUs per node, and the Flex compute node uses the
v4 version of the same chip, which has 14 cores and two CPUs per node.
The C++ std::chrono::high_resolution_clock was used to measure intervals. Timers
were started before the file read began and stopped after the model file writing ended,
so the times represent the SVM processing time and the I/O time. The timers were
started and stopped immediately after calling MPI_Barrier(MPI_COMM_WORLD),
and then output by rank zero, which should ensure that the time interval encompassed the entire process from start to finish.
Comparison times for PiSVM were made with the HDF5-enabled PiSVM implementation [2], also including the I/O times.
The parameters used for both CSVM and PiSVM, for both the Rome and Indian
Pines datasets, were: -D -o 1024 -q 512 -c 100 -g 8 -t 2 -m 1024 -s 0 [7]. Additionally,
the parameter -S 4 was used for CSVM in places, giving a segment count of four
per process, and a total initial segment count of 4 * CPU count, these instances are
indicated in the figures as ”4 segment CSVM”.
The runs were initiated via a SLURM (Simple Linux Utility for Resource Management) job script, which defines the executable to be run, command line parameters
to use with it, the maximum time it is allowed to run before being shut down, maximum memory allowance for the job, and number of CPU cores to use. An example of
a submit script used to test the system on the JURACA system, using a 1-segment
CSVM on 8 CPUs on the Rome dataset, can be seen in code 5.1.
Times were measured in milliseconds for 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32 and 64 execution processes,
using HDF5 input and output files, with a chunk count of 64.
Accuracy was measured using the resulting model files with HDF5-enabled PiSVM
predict and the testing data provided with the datasets.
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Memory and CPU usage tests were performed on a Lenovo Flex compute node
running Linux. The pmap command was run repeatedly over the course of the runs
to get the proportional set size (PSS) for each process at 0.1 second intervals, which
should be sufficient for rough memory use estimations. Due to the distributed nature
of the computations, per worker PSS was chosen as an indicator of how large a
dataset can be processed, as it should reflect the memory requirement per node.
The ps command was used to acquire information on CPU utilization percentage
over the course of the run.
Listing 5.1: Submit script example
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

#!/bin/bash -x
#SBATCH
#SBATCH
#SBATCH
#SBATCH
#SBATCH
#SBATCH
#SBATCH

--job-name=cascade-svm-train
--ntasks=8
#run on how many cpus
--mem=600mb
#memory limit
--output=%j.mpi-out
--error=%j.mpi-err
--time=00:20:00
#job time limie
--partition=batch

ROME_OUT=/homec/deep/deep87/data/out/rome/1x1/
rome_panch_test_hdf_8_cpu-x1.h5model
12 ROME_TRAINING=/homec/deep/deep87/data/Rome/
sdap_area_panch_training.h5
13
14 srun /homec/deep/deep87/csvm/build/csvm-train.o -D -o 1024 -q
512 -c 100 -g 8 -t 2 -m 1024 -s 0 -S 1 -iformat hdf5
oformat hdf5 $ROME_TRAINING $ROME_OUT

5.3. Accuracy Discussion
The results for accuracy followed the expected trend of generally decreasing accuracy
with increasing numbers of processes/initial segments, as seen in Figure 5.2. The
accuracy for one CPU with one segment was equal to the accuracy of PiSVM. This
is because, with one segment, cascade SVM performs the same actions as PiSVM,
and only diverges in function with added segment splits and joins.
Maximum measured accuracy decrease for Rome was from 95.29% to 90.72%, which
was a reduction in accuracy of approximately 5% at 64 segments. Indian Pines processed went from 77.97% to 76.06%, which was around a 2.5% decrease in accuracy.
The decrease in accuracy is an expected part of the algorithm and will have to be
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Figure 5.2: Accuracy of Rome sdap_panch and Indian Pines processed training for
several process counts.
considered when deciding whether or not to use it for a given task. As datasets
become larger, however, other methods will not be able to converge while cascade
SVM can scale up at the cost of a small amount of accuracy.
Note in Figure 5.2 the slight increase in accuracy between 64 (16 CPU, 4 segments)
and 128 (32 CPU, 4 segments) segments. This is an artifact in the Rome dataset,
as the increase vanished when the data was randomized and run again.

5.4. Performance
Performance and scaling showed improvements over PiSVM in the Rome dataset,
but not in the Indian Pines dataset (Figure 5.3). It is possible that the datasets
and process counts used were not large enough to properly stress the scalability of
the CSVM architecture. As datasets become larger (e.g. Sentinel 2), PiSVM will
find itself at an increasing disadvantage due to its O(n3 ) performance, while cascade
SVM will be able to simply increase segment and process counts to cut back on
processing time.
For the Rome dataset, a maximum speedup of around 2.7 times was observed on the
high end of the segment count using the cascade SVM process, taking processing
time down from 21952 ms to 9587 ms.
There was also a jump in execution time going from 16 to 32 processes. This is likely
due to the fact that each node has 24 physical cores [21], so a 16 process problem
can be solved using one node, but a 32 process execution requires two nodes and
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Figure 5.3: Training times for the Rome sdap_panch and Indian Pines datasets.
MPI communication over the network. The jump was more pronounced when using
the PiSVM method, likely due to the different communication strategies employed.
This Cascade SVM architecture needs to send less data over MPI communication
channels, as it only sends data after some vectors have been removed from it in the
first layer. Furthermore, unlike PiSVM, it does not perform broadcasts to the entire
MPI_COMM_WORLD communicator.
The Indian Pines dataset, however, showed marked slowdown on the lower end, with
CSVM only surpassing PiSVM at 32 processes and four segments per process, going
from 69989 to 67037 ms, a speedup of only around 4%. The time difference did,
however, tend to decrease as more processes/segments were added, indicating that
for large problems any slowdown should be minimal.
A possible explanation for this behavior in Indian Pines may be indicated by the
apparent relationship between the performance of CSVM and the percentage of
input vectors that were discarded by the algorithm (Figure. 5.4).
An integral part of the way PiSVM training works is that it discards input vectors
that are found to not be support vectors, placing only those determined to be support
vectors into the output model. In the Rome dataset the number of SVs was reduced
by 84.5%. Meanwhile, in the Indian Pines processed runs, the number of vectors was
only reduced by 22%.
This result may be due to the ”early filtering” on which CSVM relies. If the solver is
unable to filter a sufficient number of vectors from the initial dataset early on in the
process (or at all), later steps in the cascade may be close in size to the initial dataset,
thus taking a similar time to process. This similar processing time must be spent in
addition to the time already spent attempting to filter the data, thus negating the
performance benefits of early filtering. This situation may arise if a large amount
of feature engineering is performed on the dataset before it is processed by CSVM.
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Figure 5.4: Reduction of vectors from initial input using 16 processes on JURECA.
Since feature engineering is a form of filtering itself, it will tend to make the filtering
performed by CSVM redundant. The Indian pines dataset has had considerable
feature engineering performed on it.
An extreme example of this would be one where the training filtering process accepts
all input vectors as support vectors, discarding none, the cascade svm algorithm will,
on its final layer, be performing identical steps as the base training algorithm would
take were it provided the same dataset. In such a case, it cannot possibly take less
time to compute.
This result raises the issue of the universality of the cascade SVM method. This
is, however, an application-domain specific problem depending on the details of the
dataset being processed and the amount of feature engineering that the dataset has
undergone.

5.5. Memory and CPU Usage
Peak memory use showed a marked reduction over the PiSVM approach. Both total
memory use for the entire run and memory use per worker process had significantly
lower maximum values, which should allow users to have considerably larger training
sets in memory at any given time. This is a key result of this architectural design,
which should make the method feasible for large datasets. Furthermore, per-worker
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memory use went down as worker count and/or segment count increased (Figure 5.5),
due to the reduced proportion of the initial training data each worker possessed, and
the reduced memory footprint involved in solving smaller datasets.

Figure 5.5: PSS memory measurements of a single worker process training on the
Rome dataset.
In this test, the peak PSS size for the four CPU PiSVM runs was measured at
169898 KBytes, and the lowest peak measured for a four CPU CSVM run (using
four segments) was measured at 28032 KBytes, a reduction of 83.5%.
Overall CPU usage remained high over the course of the execution, indicating that
there was little CPU idle time during the run (Figure 5.6). This is an important
result of this architectural design because maintaining good CPU utilization is of
great importance in an HPC environment to avoid wasting costly resources with idle
time.
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Figure 5.6: Average worker CPU usage percentage measurements over the course of
a run of the Rome dataset.

5.6. Summary
Cascade SVM demonstrated improved performance over the PiSVM method based
on several factors, including the the number of MPI processes assigned to the task,
the number of segments into which the input data was split, and the exact nature
of the data.
It appeared to be possible for data to be a ”bad fit” for the CSVM method, causing
considerable slowdowns in some cases. Note, however, that while the test cases used
are relatively small, this approach is intended for use on very large datasets (e.g.
Sentinel 2 data) that cannot be analyzed with serial methods or even parallel SVM
methods with O(n3 ) scaling.
Per worker memory usage tended to be considerably reduced in the CSVM method,
as each worker only held a portion (based on assigned processor count) of the dataset
in its working memory at any given time, and since each processed dataset is smaller
individually the solver required less memory to process it as well. This memory use
also decreased with higher process/segment counts, which will allow users to tune
memory use by controlling segment and process counts. This should make it possible
to work with significantly larger datasets, and/or use systems with less memory
available to them.
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6.1. Summary
Research questions answered:
1. Cascade SVM proved to be relatively straightforward to implement by a single
programmer over the course of the thesis. Some minor issues were encountered,
but none of them presented a significant barrier to completion. The method
also proved highly compatible with existing technology and methods such as
libsvm.
2. This thesis architectural design of cascade SVM exhibits considerable (2.7fold) speedup when compared to the more traditional parallel PiSVM method
in some cases. Datasets that have undercone more feature engineering are less
compatible with the cascade SVM method, resulting in little or no speed gains
in some cases as the filtering aspect of the CSVM method is made redundant.
3. Memory use was reduced significantly over the PiSVM method, providing reductions of up to 83.5% per worker thread. This should allow for the processing
of considerably larger datasets over what is practical with current tools.
4. Due to the use of both traditional parallel and cascade methods, CPU utilization remained near 100% over the course of the test runs, indicating that there
were no cores idling after having finished their cascade tasks.
5. The accuracy of the resulting models did decrease with the number of threads
and segments used, by around 5% at 64 segments. This was an expected outcome for this method, and it must be assessed for a given job if this accuracy
loss is acceptable.
6. Most libsvm options were very straightforward to implement, the remaining
options should be implementable in a reasonable timeframe as well.
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6.2. Outlook
Possible applications include training very large datasets where optimal accuracy is
not a requirement, that otherwise may require more time and resources than are
available, for the preliminary processing of data, and the determination of optimal
training parameters for a dataset to use with another, more accurate method. The
performance gains of CSVM depended on several factors, including the size of the
dataset and its exact nature, but for a sufficiently large and favorable dataset, it is
possible to see very large speed gains.
The implementation used for testing and analysis of the architectural design could
be expanded upon slightly and then used nearly as-is. For testing purposes, n-fold
cross-validation and SVM types other than C-SVC were not needed but would be
desirable in a functional implementation. Both of these features are compatible with
this architectural design and could be implemented without major restructuring.
Another possible avenue for improvement is to attempt to detect the presence of lowperforming datasets, warning the user that the dataset being used may be better
processed using a different method.
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A. Source code
The source code created with this project is publicly available at this url: https:
//gitlab.com/CaptainPants/CascadeSVM, and is released under the GNU
GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE Version 2.
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